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WHAT HABELE IS

Habele is an exclusively volunteer organization, founded by former Peace Corp volunteers. Nobody is paid for their 
work here. It’s just a network of passionate volunteers, giving of their time and talent to change lives in one of the most 
remote places on the planet. We are also an IRS-recognized charity, and carefully comply with all the public reporting 
and disclosure required to earn and keep that special tax-exempt status. Nearly everyone involved with Habele has some 
personal connection with the islands, whether they visited as a tourist, served as a Peace Corps Volunteer, or had a father 
who stopped there during the World War, for example.

Habele is a South Carolina based, IRS recognized, not-for-profit organization. Volunteers, donors and board directors 
provide materials and funding to directly empower students across Micronesia. 

The simplest way to help is by giving a donation to Habele.

If you prefer to gather supplies such as books, we can either forward them to partner schools, or provide you with points 
of contacts for direct mailing. We are always looking for others with a willingness to give of their time and talent. It makes 

a real difference, and helps us keep our administrative costs as low as possible!

WHERE WE SERVE

Habele works in Micronesia, a name for the numerous tiny islands to the west of Polynesia, and north of Melanesia. 

Micronesia is home to some of the most remote and under-resourced classrooms on the planet. The nation struggles with 
large-scale unemployment, overfishing, and an overdependence on government-to-government US aid. Isolation and lack 
of adequate facilities hinder growth in tourism, and the small private sector economy is virtually stagnant. Economic activity 
consists primarily of subsistence farming and fishing. A foundational issue in these problems is the lack of educational 
attainment. Of an average classroom of twenty entering Micronesian first graders, just six will earn high school diplomas; 
two of those completing associates degrees, with only one student who will complete a four year college degree in their 
lifetime. 

The Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) is the largest country in this part of Oceania. It is home to four states - Yap, 
Chuuk, Pohnpei, and Kosrae. To the west of the FSM is the Republic of Palau. The “Outer Islands” are the isolated, low-lying 
atolls and islands of Micronesia that form a chain from the south of Palau, across present-day Yap, Chuuk and Pohnpei 
States. They are home to roughly half of all Micronesians.

During the Spanish (1700s-1899), German (1899-1914) and Japanese (1914-45) periods of colonialism, most islands had 
little interaction with their foreign “owners.” The US administered the region through a UN trust territory (1947-86) and 
continues to provide generous -but often ineffective- state aid to the FSM Government. Micronesia, and the outer islands 
in particular, remain starkly underdeveloped.

HOW WE SERVE

Habele’s carefully works with educators and parents across Micronesia to ensure that all programs pursue and achieve the 
best possible results for communities. 

SCHOLARSHIPS: Habele provides K12 tuition assistance on the basis of need and merit. These scholarships provide 
ambitious students with access to the best-ranked private schools across Micronesia. Helping exceptional children attend 
prestigious schools in the district capitals, we empower individuals, and strengthen community perceptions about the role 
and value of classroom instruction.

LITERACY DONATIONS: We partner with libraries and schools throughout Micronesia, providing them with high quality 
and relevant materials. From computers to dictionaries, our donations always serve a local demand and compliment the 

efforts of hardworking educators, public and private.

EXTRACURRICULAR: Habele creates, funds and equips local programs to serve students after school and outside the 
classroom. From high school based robotics teams and sports leagues to mentor-driven canoe carving and traditional fabric 
weaving projects, Habele’s extracurricular programs provide a place for students to create a sense of worth, belonging and 

accomplishment in their lives.

INTRODUCTION



There are at least 600 islands and atolls that make up what people call 
“Micronesia.” Only 65 of these islands are inhabited. Habele currently serves 
students from 15 of these inhabited islands. Don’t let the map fool you. 
“Neigboring” islands can be very, very distant from one another. In fact, some 
of the islands in Micronesia are as far apart as New York and San Diego! 

Traditionally, remote islands had their own distinct language and culture. There 
are over a dozen distinct languages spoken across these far-flung islands. 
Anthropologists and linguists continue to be fascinated by local cultures and 
languages, many of which you can still visit and observe.  

Islands at the End of the World



FINANCIALS

FY 2012 TURNOVER - $4,452

FY 2013 REVENUES - $82,265

Individual US Donors - $6,565 (8%)
Board Directors - $2,500 (3%)
Individual Foreign Donors - $200 (<1%)
Foundations and Nonprofits - $57,800 (70%)
For Profit Corporations - $15,200 (18%)

FY 2013 EXPENDITURES - $81,244

Program Expenditures - $78,406 (97%)
Scholarship Program ($22,108)
Extracurricular Programs ($23,222)
Library and Literacy Program ($33,076)
Occupancy, rent, utilities and maintenance - $774 (1%)
Printing, publications, posting and shipping - $610 (1%)
Financial fees and site visits $1,452 (<2%)

FY 2013 TURNOVER - $5,473 



HABELE’S SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

Since 2006, Habele has Habele has been awarding scholarships to primary and secondary school students in 
Micronesia. These scholarships are the heart and soul of our work, and bring learning opportunities that many 
children on Outer Islands could only dream of. Thanks to the generous support of our donors, this was a signal 
year for our scholarship program.

In 2013, Habele awarded 41 tuition scholarships for low-income children to attend high-quality independent 
schools of their family’s choosing. Thanks to our generous donors, we were able to grant twice as many 
scholarships as the year before!

The scholarships cover seventy-five percent of a student’s tuition, at one of eight participating schools in 
three of the FSM’s four states. The students primarily come from rural communities and remote outer islands. 
Habele’s scholarships allow them to attend the highest quality private schools in the country, which tend to be 
located on the larger islands that serve as state capitals. Habele scholarships are far from a handout. Families 
contribute their share to tuition costs as an investment, not just in their child, but in the future of Micronesia. 

The increase in scholarship allocations was made possible by a combination of individual and institutional 
donations from across the United States and Europe.  This includes special support came from Ray and Barbara 
Dalio of Greenwich, Connecticut, as well as from the Hamburg-based corporation “Yapital.” 

Each student is required to provide Habele with copies of his or her report card, a thank you letter, and a 
photograph during the course of the school year. New applicants also submit details of their family’s financial 
situation, and those applying to renew their scholarships must re-submit their application forms each year.

Habele is investing in each of the scholarship students. It is our mission to give the best schooling possible to 
children who  otherwise might never be able to access it. Our hope is that these students will grow to lead 
Micronesia. 

MEET A SCHOLARSHIP STUDENT
JASMINE 

Jasmine is a 4th grade student at Berea Christian 
Elementary School, in Weno, Chuuk. Her family 
is from the remote Island of Nema - also called 
“Fanepweu.” She earned a 92 percent average 
on her first semester report card for the 2013-14 
school year!

In January, Jasmine wrote “I thank you for your 
support. Without you[r] help, I may not reach 
this far in my education. I hope to continue this 
scholarship!”



MEET A PARTNER SCHOOL
YAP CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

YCHS was established four years ago by New York-
based Jesuits, and Micronesian priests. The school has 
quickly earned a reputation as an instructional innovator 
and academic leader across Micronesia.

Habele is proud to have been a partner from day one. 
It now supports 14 low-income YCHS students through 
need and merit-based tuition scholarships. This includes 
both Yapese and Outer Island pupils. These award-
winning students wouldn’t be at YCHS without that 
Habele aid. Habele’s tuition scholarships allow YCHS 
to set tuition at a level necessary to pays its expenses, 
while knowing low-income families won’t be priced out 
thanks to Habele’s support.



ROBOTICS PROGRAMS

In addition to giving children access to the best classrooms, Habele is committed 
to giving them opportunities to apply what they learn outside the classroom. A big 
part of that has been equipping and supporting high school robotics teams on Yap. 
After a year of applied math and science programs, students had the opportunity to 
participate during the “Yap Robo Day” competition in May of 2013.

Over 100 students, teachers, and parents convened in Colonia at the Yap Community 
Center to support student robotic teams from Yap Catholic High School and the Yap 
SDA School. The inter school robotics league –and its end of the year exhibition–  is the 
only extracurricular robotics program in the entire Central Pacific!
 
The Robo Day event marked a final display of progress and competition, but the goals 
of the ambitious extracurricular program were being met throughout the last nine months. Both teams had designed and 
built their robot from an elementary parts kit, honing and improving the robots’ performance through trial and error over 
two semesters. 

Each of the two-student team was given five minutes to operate their robots through the pre-determined game course 
during two timed rounds. The Yap SDA team won the coin toss, and was given the opportunity to lead off the first round. 
Both teams were tied at thirteen points after the first round. Following some readjustments to the robots, the second round 
was given to Yap Catholic High School to lead off.   The final score for the game was 20 points for Yap Catholic High School 
with Yap SDA picking up 17 points.
 
The competition this year brought more excitement to the crowd as the two robots were greatly modified by the teams, 
allowing them to maneuver and move about the course at higher speeds than last year. Both teams did exceptionally well 
in operating their robots. Michael Corcoran SJ Principal of Yap Catholic High School said he was very happy with the turn 
out and was most impressed at the improvement made by both robotic teams. “Last year after the first round, the score 
was only 1-0” This is a huge improvement he said. Principal Ryan of Yap SDA shared Corcoran’s enthusiasm. Local television 
and media were also on site to interview the teams and their coaches following the event.
 
Habele coordinated the event, with special financial support from the European based electronic payments firm “Yapital.” 
The Yap based Waa’gey organization organized the exhibition and served as a liaison to educators and team members 
throughout the school year. 

EXTRACURRICULAR



EXTRACURRICULAR

PRESERVING TRADITIONAL SKILLS

Habele is proud to fund Waa’gey, a unique local program that uses mentorship to preserve and revive traditional skills 
among increasingly urbanized island youth. Waa’gey teaches local youth the cultural skills of their ancestors, particularly 
traditional canoe building and weaving. 

Canoe building and sailing remains a staple of life in the remote outer island of 
Yap State, Micronesia. To this day, Outer Islanders have little contact with the 
outside world,  and even fewer modern day resources. Now, their complicated 
and time-honed crafts are being used to pursue a broader community benefits. 
Waa’gey has begun to pair master carvers, weavers and other skilled mentors 
with high school aged boys and girls, with the intent of building academic and 
personal development. The exciting side benefit is the preservation and revival of 
a distinctive and technically rich tradition of craftsmanship and navigation.

Voyaging canoes in the Caroline Islands (modern day “Micronesia”) are made 
from hollowed-out tree trunks for the keel. Planks are then fitted and tied in 
with rope made from coconut fibers to complete the sides. These graceful crafts 
appear symmetrical. Both sternposts and stems protrude up from the keel in 
forks that shoot up like lizard tongues. Their striking image adorns the Yap State flag and serves a national symbol for the 
Federated States of Micronesia (FSM).

The process of crafting these complicated vessels is passed on from a handful of elderly experts, one generation to the 
next. The seemingly tenuous oral link with the past is kept vibrant through practice and observation. Waa’gey sees this as 
a chance to build bonds between generations, and develop a positive work ethic among young islanders, particularly those 
who now reside in the more dense and developed state centers. 

As with many canoe designs across Oceania, an outrigger is used to steady Micronesian canoes but the mast and sail are 
adjustable, rather than fixed. Remarkably, this allows for sailing to windward up to 75 degrees off the wind. The design 

used today is identical to that detailed by 
Spanish missionaries in the early 1700s who 
called the Carolinian canoes “flying proas.” 

Waa’gey’s approach has been to work with 
master carvers across the Outer Islands and 
coordinate projects among teams both on 
Yap Proper and back on the smaller outer 
islands where the practices remain more 
vibrant. In the process they’ve revived a 
centuries old process of obtaining trees on 
Yap Proper (where they grow much taller) 
and exchanging the logs for specialty 
items only produced in the Outer Islands. 
That form of tribute and barter stopped 
when the Japanese ordered an end to the 
practice of inter-island canoe voyages in 
the 1920s.

The program has earned interest from far 
beyond the Caroline Islands. Habele has 
provided financial support to cover the 

transportation costs of sending carvers and materials aboard the state supply ship. They’ve also helped Waa’gey establish 
a partnership with master metal smith Jim Wester, who is crafting specialized adze blades for Waa’gey’s carvers.  

The biggest project for Waa’gey today is a massive canoe being completed on the remote atoll of Lamotrek. They hope to 
complete the craft in 2014. Volunteers and supporters from both Waa’gey and Habele plan to attend. Once the traditional 
vessel has completed its sea trials, plans will be made for longer-distance sailing. There have even been rumors of an open-
ocean voyage from Lamotrek to Saipan! If accomplished, the trip would reenact a well-documented voyage that took place 
in 1787, when three chiefs from Lamotrek made the long journey north to meet with Spanish missionaries. 



MEET REGINA AND LARRY
WAA’GEY

Regina and Larry Raigetal serve as the directing 
leadership for Waa’gey and its growing programs.  
Regina’s focus is on traditional weaving methods, 
Gender in Development, and early childhood 
education. 

Larry leads projects in canoe building, carving, 
and reviving Micronesian arts and crafts traditions. 
Their expertise and passion are changing lives in 
FSM on a daily basis. 

Learn more about their work at www.waagey.
org. You could also come visit them in Yap! There 
is always plenty of weaving and canoe carving to 
be done.



MEET JIM WESTER
NORTHBAY FORGE

Carving canoes and crafts with primitive tools is 
no easy task. Thanks to the  work ofJim Wester - a 
master metalsmith who lives and works on the remote 
Island of Waldron in the Pacific Northwest -  the effort 
can be efficient and precise. Jim creates hand made 
tools of exceptional quality for traditional style and 
contemporary artisan woodworkers around the world.

Jim has spent hundreds of hours creating specialty 
blades for the adzes used by Waa’gey carvers in the 
hollowing and shaping of traditional Caroline Island 
canoes. His special orders for Habele allow Island 
carvers to safely and effectively preserve a highly 
specialized form of craftsmanship. Habele and Waagey 
are deeply grateful for Jim’s expertise!



SPORTS

Children love to play, and students from remote Outer Islands in Micronesia 
are no exception. Habele provides high quality athletic equipment for 
sports at our partner schools. In September of 2013, we were able to 
send a collection of sports uniforms to Yap Catholic and SDA School, the 
two private high schools on the Micronesian island of Yap. The uniforms, 
the first of their kind for both schools, helped inaugurate intramural 
sports leagues at both schools.As you can imagine, the students were 
tremendously excited! The students love sports, but have struggled for 
basic athletic resources.

The smiles in the picture to the right say it all! Habele isn’t looking to 
reinvent the wheel. We look for local projects and try to add value. 

The uniforms are a source of pride and enthusiasm for students at 
participating schools. Previously, the students had been crafting crude 
jerseys out of old t-shirts by spray-painting the cloth beneath handmade 
cardboard stencils.

The new uniforms feature the schools’ names and colors on one side—
light blue for Yap Catholic, maroon for SDA—and can also be turned 
inside-out to reveal a white side. The American-made reversible jerseys allow the schools to set up teams within their own 
campuses. Habele hopes to see an exhibition game incorporated into the Yap Robot Day festival. The two schools’ robotics 
teams compete against each other on Robot Day, and it might be possible to showcase a game between their sports teams 
at the same event.

The sports program is Habele’s first initiative of this kind, and was made possible by Habele’s US-based donors and 
volunteers, including Barbara and Ray Dalio of Connecticut. 

EXTRACURRICULAR



COMPUTER LABS

One of Habele’s targeted efforts is providing donations of books, specialty texts and equipment to public and school 
libraries across Micronesia. Unlike in the States, iPads and SmartBoards aren’t a fixture in school classrooms. Very few 
schools have access to even outdated computer equipment. Thanks to the generous assistance of our donors, Habele was 
able to found a computer science education program on the Micronesian Island of Pohnpei. Habele has begun shipping 
computers, software, and related accessories to Our Lady of Mercy Catholic High School in Pohnpei.

The charity is working closely with Sister Isabel Seman at Our Lady of Mercy to build the most appropriate computer lab 
possible for the school’s needs. The intent is to teach students the technology skills they will need to function in an online 
world that is virtually unknown to children from remote islands. 

Habele has sent the school Mac computers, monitors, peripherals, and the most common commercial software applications 
students will encounter. The choice of Macs rather than PCs will help familiarize Our Lady of Mercy students with the types 
of computers used at most of the higher education institutions in the western Pacific, assisting students with the often-
difficult transition from high school to university.

Habele aims to provide the school with a total computer lab package: all the equipment needed to set up a first-rate 
network, plus assistance with the installation. Micronesia has been targeted in the past for technological aid projects, but 
they are often poorlytargeted, and even more poorly implemented. Habele’s project is different. The computer systems 
are the exact computer systems the students need, and the program has been put into place and monitored by Habele’s 
partners in the community. 

Habele board members and volunteers will also conduct periodic site visits to work with the school on its computer science 
program. A team based out of Yap is spending the last two week of October 2014 in Pohnpei, working to perfect the lab.

Due to its remote location, Micronesia has historically lagged behind other countries in terms of access to information 
technology. Habele aims to change that on Pohnpei. The fact that Habele has been working with educators at the recipient 
school for several years is seen as the key to the donation’s success. As with all of Habele’s efforts, the key is personal 
knowledge of the needs, and personal implementation of solutions.  

LIBRARIES, LITERACY & TECHNOLOGY



LIBRARIES

Habele understands that thousands of charities and well-intended 
donors send books to libraries across the developing world. 

What makes Habele’s donations in Micronesia exceptional is that 
fact that texts are meticulously hand chosen to meet the needs and 
interest of the specific patrons. Often this means esoteric books out-
of-print books about Micronesia itself and other Island topics.

The Pohnpei Public Library takes the same approach: well-stocked 
and organized libraries are not an end-in-themselves. The value of a 
library is in its relevance, accessibility, and most of all, its use by the 
community. The shared perspective makes Pohnpei Public Library a 
natural partner for Habele.

LIBRARIES, LITERACY & TECHNOLOGY



Friends,

Once again this report reaches you as a staple-bound, black and white document.

That’s because, starting in 2006, we made a commitment to you that Habele is, and will always be, a 

no-frills charity seeking to change lives in Micronesia. Typo-free glossy reports still aren’t a priority. 

Putting the most money into demonstrably effective programs is. 

This was a big year for Habele’s finances. Thanks to two, special one-time institutional gifts, our 

revenues soared. The Directors don’t envision –and certainly have made no plans for– these generous 

contributions to be annualized. We began in 2006 with one scholarship student (Beverly), and half 

a dozen boxes of books and pencils mailed to an elementary school library in the Outer Islands of 

Yap. The slow and steady growth of effective and efficient programs, funded primarily by individual 

donations, is the long-term strategy we take. We are working on Island Time.

It is primarily the totality of generous $50 and $500 donations from former Peace Corps Volunteers, the 

descendants of TTPI personnel, adventurous suburban Americans who’ve vacationed in Micronesia, 

and others with a connection to the Islands, which sustains our work. Habele’s Directors volunteered 

over 3,000 hours of their own time this last year to marshal those checks, money orders and Paypal 

payments into the programs highlighted in this report.

Every donor, volunteer and Director can take pride in what we’ve accomplished in 2013. Creation of 

a high school computer lab, establishment of a sports league, expansion of the robotics program and 

tournament are just a few of the highlights. Ongoing donations of books, texts, classroom supplies 

and the sustaining support of Waa’gey cultural skills programs can’t be overlooked. There are also 

forty-one students who are able to attend the best private schools Micronesia has to offer through 

our tuition scholarships. This takes a lot of time and money. The letters from schools and students 

seeking help that we can’t afford to provide are both countless and heart wrenching.

Still, I feel strongly that if all those efforts and resources could help to positively shape the future of 

even a single ambitious student –like Jasmine, whose profile you read earlier in the report– it would 

all be worth it. I hope you agree.

Thank you,

Neil J. Mellen

Founder and President of the Board of Directors

Habele Outer Island Education Fund

701 Gervais Street

Suite 150-244

Columbia SC 29201

(803) 586-2358

njm@habele.org

FINAL THOUGHTS



OUR DIRECTORS
NEIL MELLEN (President)

Neil is a graduate of the Virginia Military Institute, and a former Peace Corps Volunteer (Yap Outer 

Islands 2002-05), whose editorial columns have appeared in the Wall Street Journal, the Honolulu 

Star-Advertiser, and papers across the Carolinas. Mr. Mellen led the effort to enact a tax credit 

funded scholarship program for disabled students in South Carolina. He also served on that state’s 

Educational Broadband Service Commission.

ALEX SIDLES (Secretary)
A former classroom teacher with experience in Chuuk and Yap States (2000-03). Mr. Sidles served 

as a Senior Staff Non-Commissioned Officer in the United States Marine Corps and is a veteran of 

four deployments to Iraq and Afghanistan.

MARC MCNAMARA (Treasurer) 
A former Peace Corps Volunteer who served as a community health adviser and classroom teacher 

(Republic of Madagascar 2003-2005). Mr. McNamara is a graduate of the Virginia Military Institute 

who served as an analyst at the United States Department of State.

REGINA RAIGETAL (Director) 
Attended Xavier High School and the College of Micronesia. She serves as the United States Peace 

Corps’ Field Representative in the State of Yap. She has also worked for the Japan Overseas 

Cooperation Volunteers (JICA) as well as the Federated States of Micronesia National Office of 

Planning and Budget.

MAUREEN NUNN (Director) 
An author, teen guidance counselor, and award-winning television host. She is active in a range in of 

nonprofit, philanthropic, and education organizations based in Southern California, including Faith in 

Practice, a charity working in Guatemala.

Hon. MIRIAM HUGHES (Emeritus) 
U.S. Ambassador to the Federated States of Micronesia from 2007-2009. Previously, she was U.S. 

Deputy Representative to the United Nations Economic and Social Council. Her distinguished career 

as a U.S. Foreign Service Officer spanned three decades.



www.habele.org


